Zuma dedicates first world cup on African soil to Mandela
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By Comrade Fidel Castro

Since March 26, neither Obama nor the South Korean President have been able to explain what actually happened with the flagship of the South Korean Navy, the sophisticated submarine fighter Cheonan, which was taking part in an exercise with the US Navy to the west of the Korean Peninsula, near the border of the two republics, where 46 died and tens sustained injuries.

What's embarrassing for the empire is that its ally may learn from reliable sources that the ship was sunk by the United States. There is no way to avoid that fact which will follow them like a shadow.

Elsewhere in the world, the circumstances similarly apply to much more dangerous events than those of East Asia; they can't be helped, and there is nothing the super-powerful empire can do to stop them. Israel would not refrain from activating and using -with full independence-the considerable nuclear power built by the United States in that country. To believe otherwise would be to ignore reality.

Another very serious issue is that there is no way the United Nations can change the course of events, and very soon the arch-reactionaries ruling Israel will clash with the inordinate resistance of Iran, a nation with a population of 70 million and well known religious traditions that will not accept the insolent threats of any adversary. In short: Iran will not submit to the Israeli threats. As it is only natural, the people of the world are increasingly enjoying the great sports events, those re-
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On the Brink of the Tragedy
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By Mvula ya Mangolo

Jackson Kaujeua must have sensed when death came prowling like a leopard that time has come for him to depart from this world and signs were that he was prepared. Yes, he is dead but his beautiful strong melodic voice will always rise from his grave and echo throughout the mountains of Ovitoto where he is buried. I have known Kaujeua when as a commentator, producer and presenter of the Voice of Namibia radio I had to use his music during our programmes beamed to this country encouraging the nation to rise and fight for total independence. He represented the country musically internationally prior to the formation of the dynamic Ndilimani Cultural Troupe.

Our programmes were never complete until we added a song or two here and there before we signed off. Kaujeua realized way back in his life that our existence is like a melodious song depending entirely on how one sings along. On that Saturday of his burial, we all mournfully went along with the feeling that we were burying a musical icon whose earthly journey was ended by the Cre-
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Jackson Kaujeua Departs

Former President Sam Nujoma

JOHANNESBURG,—South African president Jacob Zuma has dedicated the first World Cup on African soil to his predecessor Nelson Cont on page 2
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“incorrect”, “illegal”: Iranian spokesman.
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